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.

Presidents Points
Greetings Members.
Sadly I start this months message with the news that Leonore Decke, widow of the late life member Norman Decke,
passed away on the 14th May aged 93 years. Leonore was a great supporter of our club over the years, helping in the
kitchen during open weekends, donating a new stove to the club and was the sponsor of the Norman Decke Memorial
Trophy. Her calming manner and smiling face will be missed, to Brian and Paula please accept our deepest
sympathy.
Thank you to those that turned up to the 2012 AGM and Operators meeting. Thank you to the committee for standing
again this year and being successfully elected.
Bruce MacKerras has agreed to join the ranks of Boiler inspector, well done Bruce, I hope you enjoy the challenge.
There has been a number of issues sorted over the last month, the Deed of Lease has been signed with the Tauranga
City Council, this lease is in place for the next 10 years. There were a few amendments requested before the lease
was signed and I am grateful to Shane for his help with the final document.
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The forms have now been completed for our Amusement Device Licence, these are with the MEANZ Secretary
Dennis Searle, we must wait now for the licence to be issued.
The amended bridge designs for our track extension have been approved by the Tauranga City Council, so its all go.
There will be an increase in the number of working B's as the year progresses, so watch this space. Bruce Harvey
advises that there is track maintenance requiring to be carried out ASAP, and so a working B will be arranged as soon
as weather permits. Always plenty to do.
happy modelling
Peter Jones

Coming events
Eastern Bay of Plenty Open Weekend 7th & 8th July
Hawke’s Bay Model Engineering Society 50th Reunion, 6th&7th Oct.
New Plymouth Model Engineers 60th Birthday Bash 20th 21st 22nd Oct.
Havelock North Live Steamers Open Weekend 19th 20th 21st 22nd Oct
River Edge Park Miniature Railway 10th Anniversary Run 15th 16th Dec
From the KiwiRail Express.

-----

I bet the rail modellers were ahead of the big boys on this one

From a Christmas cracker,
Two hydrogen atoms meet, one says, “I’ve lost my electron “
The other says, “are you sure”? The first replies, “Yes, I’m positive”
Marriage is a relationship in which one person is always right, and the other is a husband.
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The northern abutment of the new track

The new trackbed approaching the bridge

The public footpath over the tunnel to the playground is now cut. Above, same trackbed, opposite view.

Above is a close up of the first photo
From The NZ Railway Magazine June 1928
Smith---“I met my wife in a very funny way; I ran over her in my car and later married her.”
Brown---“If everyone had to do that, there would not be so much reckless driving.”
“Good morning Parson,” exclaimed the retired sea captain; “I haven’t seen you lately.”
“No, captain, I’ve been very busy. Only this morning I married three couples in fifteen minutes.”
“Smart going Parson, that’s twelve knots an hour.”
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At left is the trackbed where it cuts the footpath to
the childrens playground and the footpath to the right
will have to be moved
As can be seen from these photos, progress is now
being made on the northern part of the extension.
This part of the project is relatively simple and should
not take a lot of time and expense.
The southern embankment still has six months left to
go before the preload can be removed. This is a metre
thick and can be used to get the right shape of the
batter.
If the ground stays firm enough this winter, a start will
be made on the bridges now that the drawings are
approved

A contribution from John Heald
What a wonderful day regarding weather, member turn out and food for Trevor Chapman's farewell. However one
gentleman turned up with a nice looking red painted Phantom expecting to have a most enjoyable day running a
'play day' format. His hopes were quickly dashed when he found that he had no grate or ashpan, and not only that,
nor did he have any idea where it was!!
Early arrivals for a morning coffee found the missing items in the steaming bay area. It seems as though when Bruce
finishes steaming for the day the ashpan and grate are left on the bays till the next visit, possibly to cool down in
readiness. I have a feeling the embarrassment will not happen again!!
JH
David Barsdell and I visited Thames on the Saturday of their Open Weekend. The weatherman treated us to a fine
day. A number of our club members also attended, including Owen and Bruce with their Phantoms. I didn’t count
the number of visiting steam locos, but there was a ‘goodley’ number, that made for a very interesting and enjoyable
day’s outing.
Owen has had a dream run with his loco since day one but, all good things come to an end sometime. First up, his
left side tender footrest caught a raised rail and derailed on the crossover just outside the station. This was
overcome by drilling new bolt holes in the brackets, thereby raising the footrest twenty mm. Later in the day all the
boiler feedwater systems went on strike, and emergency procedures ensued.
Contemplating what happened and hearing various opinions on how to tackle an emergency of this type, leads me to
open up a discussion on the subject.
I had the misfortune of needing to kill a fire during my days as a cleaner at Frankton Loco Running Shed. During the
evening shift I had four locos to light up from cold. By the time I got to the fourth, about 8.30pm, darkness had fallen
and my torch was elsewhere and so I put a fire in it anyway. It is impossible to check the sight glasses until steam is
raised to operate the blower and clear smoke away from the cab. Of course, the loco I never checked was the one
with no water showing in the gauge glass. Luckily the other cleaner on duty was nearby, and so while he shovelled
ballast onto the cab floor, I shovelled it of the floor into the firebox. Believe you me, that killed the fire. It turned
out there was sufficient water over the crownsheet to proceed to steam the loco, (the crew booked on at midnight)
it was still pretty dead when they took it into traffic, I bet they cursed me.
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The words drop the fire are frequently bandied about in such circumstances, but this is no use unless the loco can
be moved away from the dropped fire. In the case of Owen’s incident, the firebox was dropped, but there was no
clearance under the loco to move it away from the dropped firebox, and I think that would be the situation for most
miniature locos. In the event several helpers lifted the front of the loco and pushed the loco clear of the firebox and
its hot fire. With a larger engine this would have been impossible and so it is not a viable option.
Thoughts on the best way to deal with the situation, in fact there are two possible scenarios, one, there is lack of
water in the boiler due to supply problems, two, the boiler is losing water faster than it can be put in due to leaks,
probably at the tubeplates.
In the first situation there is no need to panic, if there is sufficient water over the crownsheet, and it is too late if
there isn’t, then the loco must be stopped gently to avoid the water surging to the front of the boiler, and stop
before reaching a downhill section.
This is where contention comes in. Blow the whistle and do anything to relieve boiler pressure. Wrong, steam is
water and you don’t waste a drop, remember there is no panic, the crown sheet is covered and will remain so if no
further water is lost.
Plug the chimney with a rag. Wrong, heat in the firebox is bottled up and can not dissipate. Open the firehole door
wide and open the blower just enough to have a gentle flow of air through the firebox and boiler tubes. Air takes
the easiest route and will not draw the fire
The same person advises smother the fire with any thing including coal if there is nothing else available. Right, I got
myself into strife by doing that inadvertently with a J. class pulling a full load to Kawerau. By that stage in my career I
should have known better, but I guess that was an ‘off’ day. If you fill the firebox with coal the fire will be smothered,
and with minimum draught, give you plenty of time to get off the track and onto the steaming bay where the fire can
be dropped.
Most tracks have ballast and that is the ideal material to dampen the fire. In places like Tauranga where the track is
in a concrete bed, it would be a good idea to carry an old sock or container filled with dirt or similar in the tender,
or ridecar in the case of a tank engine.
Bearing in mind that my experience with miniature steam locos is very limited, I would do the following.
Bring the loco to a stand gently
Smother the fire
Leave the blower open just off the face and leave the firehole door wide open. Close all other valves and cocks that
use steam or water. If it is necessary to point the loco downhill to get to the steaming bays, wait until the firebox is
cooled enough to do so safely. What is that point?
It would be an interesting experiment to time the cooling down period using different methods, this could be done
at the end of a days run and again the next time using a different method. Keeping the state of the fire similar at the
beginning of each experiment would be hard to attain.
One idea that was proposed was put water onto the fire. On a full size loco with a good fire and has been working
hard the firebox temperature is around 800 degree centigrade. Anyone foolish enough to put water onto the fire
does not live to tell the tale. There is instant expansion of steam and any body in front of the firehole is boiled meat.
I have boiled a billy over a white hot fire and the billy is in the firebox less than two seconds, if left in any longer the
solder melts and the situation in the previous sentence results. In the instant the billy is in the firebox the water is
boiling. Many drivers would not allow the billy to be boiled in such circumstances. What temperatures are in a
miniature loco which has been working hard? What damage would water put into the firebox do to it
The second scenario of a leaking boiler does lend itself to panic. Leave all feedwater systems on smother the fire and
open the firebox door, again have the blower just off the face. If the back tube plate or a stay is leaking badly a
certain amount of steam will be squirting into the firebox and excluding oxygen.

Come on you experts far and wide, let’s have some thoughts on this subject

John Heald ran his engine on our track this past Sunday and so I took the opportunity to discuss the above problems
with him, of course he had not seen the article, but do not be surprised to see input from John. He liked the idea of
experimenting to test the differing theories.
Geoff Barnes (Senior) told me about an incident in WW11 in England near a place called Staines, which is not far
from London on the western side. A GWR train was being strafed by a German fighter plane and as it roared
towards the loco the pilot let fly with his cannons. He must have been a dead eye dick, because the steam dome was
hit and blown right off. Unfortunately for the pilot either the dome or the escaping steam hit the underside of one
wing and tipped the plane into the ground, right beside the strafed train. There must be a moral in the story
somewhere, may be ‘Don’t mess with the GWR’.
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An Australian ventriloquist visiting New Zealand walks into a village and sees a local sitting on his veranda
patting his dog. He figures he’ll have a little fun, so he says to him.
”G'day, mind if I talk to your dog?”
Villager: “The dog doesn't talk, you dumb Aussie.”
Ventriloquist: “Hello dog, how's it going mate?”
Dog: “Yeah, doin' all right”'
Kiwi villager, (look of extreme shock)
Ventriloquist: “Is this villager your owner?” (pointing at the Villager)
Dog: 'Yep'
Ventriloquist: 'How does he treat you?'
Dog: 'Yeah, real good. He walks me twice a day, feeds me great food and takes me to the lake once a week
to play.'
Kiwi: (look of utter disbelief)
Ventriloquist: 'Mind if I talk to your horse?'
Kiwi: 'Uh, the horse doesn't talk either....I think.'
Ventriloquist: “Hey horse, how's it going?”
Horse: 'Cool'
Kiwi: (mouth drops open, absolutely dumbfounded).
Ventriloquist: 'Is this your owner?' (Pointing at the villager)
Horse: 'Yep'
Ventriloquist: How does he treat you?
Horse: 'Pretty good, thanks for asking. He rides me regularly, Brushes me down often and keeps me in the
shed to protect me from the element.'
Kiwi: (total look of amazement)
Ventriloquist: 'Mind if I talk to your sheep?'
Kiwi: (in a panic) "don't listen to the sheep, she's a bloody' liar."
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------When I took the job of editor I stated that things that ran on rails, (preferably parallel Bruce) were where my
interests lie, consequently articles that are purely railway will inevitably crop up in the newsletter. Here is another.
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I needed to fill in a page and so here is another excerpt from my ‘Railway Career’, pertaining to smothering a fire.
‘I never got into trouble regarding maintaining steam and water levels on the Athenree bank, or on the other side of
the Kaimai’s, going up through the Karangahake tunnel and the climb up to Waihi, even though I wasted a few
hundred tons of coal in the first few years. I did however struggle one trip, on the relatively flat running south of
Tauranga, and one of those times was with Malcolm. We had a full load behind us on the “morepork” with as always,
a J. on the front.
It was an all night job, starting at various times over the years between 6.0pm and 9.0pm. The shifts were always
long, twelve hours or more, because the train started and finished at Mt. Maunganui, instead of Tauranga or Te
Maunga, as they did on all other runs, adding another twenty miles of travel to the shift. Waiting for a clear path
added a lot of time to the light engine running as that was always of low priority.
The ‘morepork’ was also hard on the fireman for the first couple of days, as it came at the end of the shunt roster.
It followed four weeks of sitting down relaxed on a Dsa. and in later years a Dsc. diesel shunter. By the end of the
first night my wrists and back ached, on the second night I would feel a bit stiff and after that it was back in the
groove.
For some reason, on one particular night I just seemed to keep shovelling more and more coal into the firebox, but
the steam pressure would not hold up once I put the injector on. As we had a full load behind the engine, I needed to
have a full head of steam for the e’dr to work with, and so I had a juggling act with getting steam up to 200lbs.
pressure, then put on the injector and hope to fill the boiler before having to shut off the injector when the steam
pressure dropped to 175lbs. I would have to get the pressure back up again before the water level dropped too low.
Descending the Otamarakau bank, I checked the state of the fire, this is done by putting the shovel blade inside the
firebox and then angling it around directing the air flow so different parts of the fire are clear of flames, exposing the
firebed. When pulling a full load this can only be done going down hill, otherwise the fire is too white hot and
blinding to see anything. What I saw was, the firebox filled right up to the brick arch right across the firebox and back
corners. The only empty space left was above the firehole, for the firebed sloped upwards from there, at least thirty
degrees, in all directions, indeed, two more shovelfuls would have blocked the firehole. The only thing to do was
nothing, but just sit back and operate the injector as and when I could. I successfully did this the nine miles along the
beach to Matata, which was our regular water stop.
We came to a stop with the water hose opposite the filler hole in the tender top. I climbed onto the tender to put in
the hosebag and fill the tender with water. Usually, especially with a full load on, the e’dr will throw a few shovels of
coal on the fire, as there is a bit of a climb for the train on leaving there going south. Malcolm had no idea at this point
of my mismanagement of the fire, so I was listening carefully as he took a look to see where to throw the coal.
“Bloody hell!” floated up to me on the night air in a very astounded voice, I nearly fell off the tender laughing.
Back in the cab we discussed what to do, which was in fact what I had been doing for the last nine miles. Matata to
Kawerau is about eighteen miles, with half a mile of stiff grade, two and half of down and flat, then a gradual upgrade
all the way to Kawerau. We arrived there without me putting in another shovel of coal. Once there, the fireman
normally would put a bank of coal in the firebox, (about three barrow loads), as we would be waiting several hours
before our return train was ready, on this night I still had no need to touch the fire. We left the engine and walked
across to the station for a feed and a natter with the locals.
Returning to the engine to get it ready for the trip home, I looked in the firebox and found the fire had deep fissures
in it, (hard South Island coal burns like that, with a hard crust on top). I raked it flat, put a few shovelfuls in the back
corners and that comfortably saw us all the way to Awakaponga, twelve miles away. From there on, I fired normally
and had no problems maintaining steam.’ The moral being, don’t put green coal on top of green coal, unless you want
to smother the fire. Funnily enough, on our arrival at Tauranga the firegrate was relatively clean of clinker.
A wife was making a breakfast of fried eggs for her husband. Suddenly, her husband burst into the kitchen.
'Careful,' he said, 'CAREFUL! Put in some more butter! Oh my gosh! You're cooking too many at once. TOO MANY!
Turn them! TURN THEM NOW! We need more butter. Oh my gosh! WHERE are we going to get MORE
BUTTER? They're going to STICK! Careful. CAREFUL! I said be CAREFUL! You NEVER listen to me when you're
cooking! Never! Turn them! Hurry up! Are you CRAZY? Have you LOST your mind? Don't forget to salt them.
You know you always forget to salt them. Use the! salt. USE THE SALT! THE SALT!'
The wife stared at him. 'What in the world is wrong with you? You think I don't know how to fry a couple of eggs?'
The husband calmly replied, 'I just wanted to show you what it feels like when I'm driving.'
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Boating News Radio Yacht Racing. Queens
Birthday Weekend. Saturday.
The day started with the lake a mirror, however
there was enough breeze to get racing as the
morning progressed. As OD for the day I called
a lunch break at midday and we all sat eating
and talking about the latest ideas in hull shapes.
Question, how much can you do to a sailboat
hull which is only a metre long to make a faster
boat? The breeze arrived after lunch and we
enjoyed the racing until late afternoon.14 boats
were on the water, which made the starts
interesting. On Sunday several members went
to Waihi to sail with a group there. Monday
saw a new OD and members enjoyed courses different to those on Saturday. Once again we raced till the
day closed and a cool breeze arrived. On Wednesday the weather looked like it was going to rain when five
members went sailing. On with the wet weather gear and sail we did. Rain what "B" rain, but the low cloud
kept the day dull and made the marks hard to see so we called it a day early then and enjoyed a nice cuppa
and chat together at Gary’s place.
Cheers, Ken.
.
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